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A c a d e m i c  A f f a i r s  C o m m i t t e e
Opening: 
The regular meeting of the 
12:33 pm on August 28
                                   
Present: 
Claire Strom, Jana Mathews, Nancy Decker, Susan Walsh, Pedro Bernal,
Jennifer Cavenaugh, Martina Vidovic, 
Visitors:  Bob Smither
 
A. Minutes 
Minutes from 8/21/12 were approved, and Claire reminded Bob of the desire to have a 
secretary from the Dean's office for at least AAC and PSC so that all members could 
participate fully. 
B.   Minor in Middle Eastern and North African Studies 
Rachel Newcomb in collaboration with Eren Tatari proposed a new minor.  Interest in this 
minor has been shown by an increase in study abroad opportunities to this region (Morocco, 
Turkey, Tel Aviv University).  More students are learning Arabic and Hebrew language, 
especially with the blended learning courses involving Arabic.  This minor was modeled after 
the Anthropology and Asian Studies minors.  It is a six
ANT255 and POL304 (no prerequisites for these courses).  The minor should prov
foundation in the history, culture, politics, and religion of the region.  This minor is in line 
with the mission of the college and has appropriate timing with the increased interest in this 
region.  As with the Asian Studies minor, foreign language
than two toward the minor), not required, but highly encouraged.  
currently exist and are taught with some regularity, running this minor should not require a 
new faculty line.   
With regard to the lack of a language requirement, Nancy brought up the problems with 
sustaining a faculty line in this area.  Instead, a more reliable alternative to ensure that these 
language classes are offered on a regular basis, Nancy suggested that the new 
teleconferencing (currently a course in Arabic) may be the best wa
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with credentials in Arabic than Hebrew.  Perhaps this new minor, in conjunction with the 
Jewish Studies minor, will bring in more students to create a demand for these courses.  
Rachel agreed that the language courses are currently not offered with enough frequency to 
be required for the minor.  In addition, she would not like to deter students from doing this 
minor who may have started another set of foreign language studies to fulfill their F gen ed.  
Finally, she said that similar minors at other institutions only sometimes have a language 
requirement.  Nancy said that if we can hire someone stable or utilize the teleconferencing, 
the language courses may eventually not be an issue. 
Wenxian and Maria inquired about the number of students who are expected to participate in 
this minor.  Rachel is unsure, but she stated that currently, there are students who are 
interested in this region, but they do not have an organized academic path towards achieving 
a coherent set of courses; this minor would provide that.  In her nine years here, she has seen 
many students take every class offered on this region, write theses on this region, and do 
semester-long study abroad in Morocco or Jordan.  Jana suggested that with the new Gen Ed 
system, many courses could plug into this minor.  Rachel said that by adding the minor to the 
books, the students will be more inspired to learn about this region, and students who do not 
design a course path on their own will now have a guideline.  Jana said this may also appeal 
to the increasing number of ex-military students that enrolled at Rollins. 
Nancy inquired whether courses taken while participating in study abroad would count 
toward the minor, and Rachel stated that would have to be decided on a case-by-case basis, 
depending on the course.  In addition, she thinks that only one non-Rollins course would 
count at most.  Field experiences might not count for this minor since they are often only 2 
credits and therefore, would not replace a 4-credit course. 
Nancy asked if there were particular scholarships or awards associated with this minor.  
Rachel brought up cultural Fulbrights (one to Egypt); masters programs in International 
Relations; studies in Morocco. 
C.   OIP meeting with Claire 
Claire is meeting with Giselda Beaudin and Steve Nielsen on 8/29/12 to discuss the faculty 
concerns with International Programs.  Primarily, these concerns have occurred as a result of 
the new proposal for Rome at the American University, which is distinct from the current 
program at Trinity University utilized by Kim Dennis and Robert Vander Poppen.  Overall, 
the consensus seems to be that Giselda is likely under pressure to save money (the Trinity 
program is cheaper), but she should have consulted the faculty involved first.   
In addition, Giselda may want to lower the GPA requirement for study abroad.  Nancy said 
that with the pressure to send every student overseas, lowering the requirements is not 
surprising.  However, some of our students may not be mature enough to handle an overseas 
experience, and we want our best students to represent us on an international level.  Study 
abroad should be a privilege.  Jana brought up that only Rollins-affiliated programs have a 
GPA requirement; students who want to study abroad but do not meet the requirement 
sometimes take a leave of absence and go to a different program.  This, however, is not 
encouraged by Rollins for financial reasons, and the credits do not necessarily transfer.  
Claire noted that students who do not meet the requirement often submit an appeal for study 
abroad, and Jennifer said that most of the time, these students are successful in their requests, 
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as long as they are not on academic or judicial probation.  Jennifer brought up that Narita in 
Student Records (then a department) determines which credits will transfer, and that this 
should occur before the travel.  Claire will report back on her meeting next week. 
D.   Student Representative from SGA 
The selected representative is not free during the meeting times and requested that we move 
our times.  We decided that there should be a different student representative that can make 
the current time. 
E.   New Course Matrix 
Bob handed out a new course matrix that will be distributed to the department chairs at their 
meeting on Thursday; he hopes to implement this in January.  Nancy brought up that this 
new matrix does not offer any 50-minute options after 1pm on MWF.  Claire thinks this will 
help with the new Gen Ed system as one idea is to make all the Gen Eds at the same time, 
like the RCC is supposed to be.  Currently, students have to build their Gen Ed choices 
around their major courses, but if there is a set time they will have more choices.  Nancy said 
the new matrix would solve the problems of conflicts with 75-minute courses, although there 
might be a sacrifice of 50-minute courses after 1pm.  Jana said this works better with those 
teaching Holt classes which start at 4pm.  Nancy brought up that 50-minute courses are better 
for skill acquisition and younger students.  Pedagogically, lower level courses are also 
teaching discipline and course preparation; sometimes teaching only twice a week is more 
driven by faculty interests than student interests.  A once-a-week class may only work for 
more mature Holt students.  Martina was concerned about having to teach on a MWF 
schedule and whether a large department that teaches mostly 75-minute classes could fit into 
the new matrix.  She also brought up the difficulty of waiting until 1pm on MW to start 
teaching her 75-minute classes.  Jennifer thought that some of the expressive arts classes may 
need more than 75-minute slots; currently many classes take up two 50-minute slots to 
accommodate this need.  Jana thought this might be a concern as it will knock students out of 
two classes rather than just one. 
F.   Next week's agenda 
1. Self-designed major—Justin Kagan 
2. Representative for CPS curriculum committee 
3. OIP meeting update 
4. Program proposal for study abroad in Israel (9/4) 
5. Program proposal for study abroad in Rome (9/4) 
6. Program proposal for study abroad in Munich (9/4) 
7. General Education update 
 
Adjournment: 
The meeting was adjourned at 1:23 pm by Claire Strom. The next general meeting will be at 
12:30 pm September 5, 2012 in the MLS Classroom CSS 167. 
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Minutes submitted by Susan Walsh 
Approved by __________________ 
